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Static and Kinetic Friction



Objectives

 Distinguish the Difference Between Static & 
Kinetic Friction

 Solve Problems Involving Friction Effects



What is Friction?

 Friction is a retarding 
force that always acts 
opposite to the motion 
or to the tendency to 
move.

 High for dry and rough 
surfaces

 Low for smooth and 
wet surfaces



 Actually, no perfectly frictionless surface exists. For two surfaces

in contact, tangential forces, called friction forces, will develop if

one attempts to move one relative to the other.

 However, the friction forces are limited in magnitude and will not

prevent motion if sufficiently large forces are applied.

 The distinction between frictionless and rough is, therefore, a 

matter of degree.

 There are two types of friction: dry or Coulomb friction and fluid

friction. Fluid friction applies to lubricated mechanisms. The

present discussion is limited to dry friction between non lubricated

surfaces. 



Types of Friction

 Dry Friction :Dry friction, also called Coulomb friction, occurs when
unlubricated surfaces of two solids are in contact and slide or tend to slide
from each other. If lubricant separates these two surfaces, the friction created is
called lubricated friction. This section will deal only with dry friction.

 Fluid Friction: Fluid friction occurs when layers of two viscous fluids moves at
different velocities. The relative velocity between layers causes frictional forces
between fluid elements, thus, no fluid friction occurs when there is no relative
velocity.

 Skin friction: Skin friction also called friction drag is a component of the force
resisting the motion of a solid body through a fluid.

 Internal Friction: Internal friction is associated with shear deformation of the
solid materials subjected to cyclical loading. As deformation undergo during
loading, internal friction may accompany this deformation.



Free body diagram



Static Friction

Static friction is caused by adhesion, light chemical

attraction between two surfaces.



Kinetic Friction



Static Vs Kinetic Friction



Static Vs Kinetic Friction



The Laws of Dry friction



The Laws of Dry friction



Angles of Friction
It is sometimes convenient to replace normal force N and
friction force F by their resultant R.



Angles of Friction



Problems Involving Dry Friction



Problem 1







Problem 2







Problem 3





Wedges



Problem 4

 Determine the minimum weight of block B
that will keep it at rest while a force P starts
blocks A up the incline surface of B. The
weight of A is 100 lb and the angle of friction
for all surfaces in contact is 15°.





Problem 5

 Two blocks each weighing 20 kN and resting on a
horizontal surface, are to be pushed apart by a 30°
wedge. The angle of friction is 15° for all contact
surfaces. What value of P is required to start movement
of the blocks? How would this answer be changed if the
weight of one of the blocks were increased by 30 kN?









Screw Threads



Wheel Friction



Problem 6









Belt Friction



Problem 7 
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